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THE GUN AND THE PEN: ON THE CONCLAVE OF
STATE HOME MINISTERS

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Security challenges and their management in Border Areas

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s recent observations at a conclave of State Home Ministers
contained a possibly unintended explanation for why academicians, students and lawyers are
languishing in prison on terrorism charges. He called for the elimination of all forms of Naxalism,
be it of the gun-wielding variety or the kind that uses the pen “to raise international support” and
“to mislead the youth”. The remarks came alongside his emphasis on how the Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act had given an impetus to combating terrorism. In effect, he has conveyed a
disconcerting message that the police would treat armed militants and intellectuals alike, if the
Government suspects a concordance in their outlook. Considering that the UAPA has been
frequently and even unfairly invoked in cases that appear to have no nexus with terrorism, Mr.
Modi’s views raise a question whether his comments are a justification of sorts for the continued
incarceration of many who do not seem to have indulged in any particular extremist act.
Incitement to violence, especially mobilising support for armed insurgency, is indeed a grave
offence, but unless there is a proven connection between the nature of the support given and an
actual act of terror or a plot to commit one, it is difficult to treat the two things as one.

Recent judicial orders declining bail to activist Umar Khalid in the Delhi riots case, and Jyoti
Jagtap of the Kabir Kala Manch in the Elgar Parishad case are good examples of how the police
straddle the huge gulf between the nature of their participation in a protest or an event and an
actual act of violence by invoking UAPA, and thus eliminating the need to have concrete
evidence to show their involvement in a communal or Maoist plot. While this may highlight the
potential for misuse of UAPA and the impediments to liberty found both in the law and in its
judicial interpretation, it also has a distinct side-effect: the manipulation of political discourse in
such a way that those who question the actions, methods and processes of the state that cause
mass resentment are criminalised. It is in such a backdrop that the use of political catchwords
such as ‘Urban Naxals’, a term that even Mr. Modi has used recently, should be seen. Far from
being linked to any terrorist or Maoist conspiracy, the term is merely used to tarnish those with
an alternative point of view. The Government arming itself with more stringent laws is only part
of the solution to the threat posed by violent extremism. Looking for remedies to the underlying
causes is more important than conjuring up conspiracies in the name of dismantling its support
structures.
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KASPERSKY WARNS OF SPYWARE-LOADED VPN
‘SANDSTRIKE’ CAMPAIGN TO ATTACK BAHÁÍ
COMMUNITY

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Kaspersky warns of spyware-loaded VPN ‘SandStrike’ campaign to attack Baháí community |
Photo Credit: REUTERS

Cybersecurity company Kaspersky reported on Friday that members of the Baháí religious
community were being targeted by the Android espionage campaign SandStrike, in which a VPN
application with spyware was shared with victims.

(For insights on emerging themes at the intersection of technology, business and
policy, subscribe to our tech newsletter Today’s Cache.)

Calling the spyware “highly sophisticated,” Kaspersky reported that the hackers started
Facebook and Instagram accounts with over 1,000 followers and shared religious content to
attract more followers of the Baháí faith.

On an associated Telegram channel, the SandStrike perpetrator shared a VPN application that
had fully-functioning spyware. Through this, the attacker would have been able to exploit data
such as the users’ call logs and contact lists.

Followers of the Bahá’í faith are targeted and persecuted in several countries, as many orthodox
leaders and regimes believe the religion violates the principles of Islam.

“In this channel, the actor behind SandStrike distributed a seemingly harmless VPN application
to access sites banned in certain regions, for example, religious-related materials. To make this
application fully functional, adversaries also set up their own VPN infrastructure,” said
Kaspersky’s report.

The spyware-loaded VPN would have let the attacker further track the users to learn more about
their lives.

The Bahá’í faith originated in Iran in the 19th century and has millions of followers worldwide.
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CENSUS, NPR SITES DECLARED ‘PROTECTED
SYSTEM’

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

The websites and applications related to the decennial Census exercise and the National
Population Register (NPR) were on Monday notified as “protected system” or “Critical
Information Infrastructure” under the Information Technology Act, 2008.

The notification means that any tampering or unauthorised access to the data associated with
Census applications, NPR database or the data centres of the Registrar General of India (RGI)
will be punishable by 10 years imprisonment.

The RGI notified on Monday that under Section 70 of the IT Act, the Central government
declares the “computer resources relating to the Census Monitoring & Management Svstem
(CMMS) Web Portal. Self Enumeration (SE) Web Portal.
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‘OVER 82% EXECUTIVES SEE RISE IN
CYBERSECURITY BUDGETS IN ’23’

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

More than 82% of business executives in India foresee an increase in cybersecurity budgets in
2023, with 77% of them viewing cybercriminal activity as the biggest organisational threat,
according to a PwC survey. According to the ‘2023 Global Digital Trust Insights-India edition,’
one in four companies (27%) globally has suffered a data breach that cost $1–20 million or more
in the past three years. The survey includes 3,522 respondents across 65 countries.
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THE CHALLENGE OF DRESSING WITHOUT KNOWING
WHERE TO GO

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Role of Media and Social Networking Sites in internal security
challenges
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A journalist at a war zone. | Photo Credit: Getty Images/ iStock

Back in the time when TV journalism had not invaded our drawing rooms, it was easy to
recognise mediapersons, especially those on daily beat assignments, as they would mostly be
underdressed. The popular, representative image of journalists, especially city reporters,
includes the casual kurta-pajama and a cloth bag on the shoulder, meant to signify that reporters
are not mindful of fashion while at work; they are only interested in what they are writing.

But a wrong attire can get embarrassing. How does a reporter decide what to wear to work? On
any given day, a city reporter’s preferred choice is easy and comfort wear for better mobility.
However, not all assignments are pre-planned — a reporter could suddenly be asked to go to a
crime scene, a slum area, or to speak to somebody high profile. And clothes are your armour:
how you are addressed often depends on how you dress.

When I began my career as a reporter three decades ago, there were occasions when I
regretted my day’s attire, which I chose unknowingly. In the 1980s, there was a terrorist attack
inside a Kali puja pandal at Chittaranjan Park in south Delhi. The next morning, which was the
day of the festival, I went to office in a bright, new salwar-kameez. The chief reporter suggested
I speak to one of the families who had lost most of their members in the shooting, as I speak
fluent Bengali.

I distinctly remember the lane that led to the house. It was chock-a-block with mourners and I
had to wade through the crowd. But I stopped midway. It was the colour of the moment that hit
me hard. Everyone around me was dressed in white or in sober shades. I was like a fish out of
water in my festive colours. It did not feel appropriate to go further. I did not want to draw
attention, and moved away with the photographer. We couldn’t afford to miss a story either, so
we went to the hospital where two surviving members of the family had been admitted.

On another occasion, I walked into office for the night shift after attending a friend’s engagement
function. A reporter on night duty mostly has to keep a tab on crime incidents and file press
releases. But as luck would have it, riots broke out just before midnight in old Delhi. I rushed to
the spot. The police, the mob and curious onlookers had spilled onto the narrow lanes. Power
supply had been cut off and the potholed streets were full of water from water cannons, a
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standard practice to quell the mob. It was a chaotic scene in the dark and I cursed myself for
wearing a sari to work.

In 1997, after the morning meeting, I was asked to meet a party member of Lalu Prasad’s newly
formed Rashtriya Janata Dal, following the fodder scam. I waited for him in a room in Bihar
Bhawan. His gaze, when he walked into the room, made me instantly uncomfortable. I was
wearing jeans and a T-shirt. He scanned me from head to toe and asked if I was married.
Nervous, I retreated, but not before telling him to mind his manners and language. Thankfully,
the bureau chief supported me in my decision to return.

To be dressed decently and comfortably is important for field reporters. A reporter can be
pragmatic, empathetic or assertive in any outfit, but how they are dressed should not be the first
thing that people notice about them. What reporters wear depends on their role. The newsroom
style may have changed over the years, but versatility continues to be important. Reporters
need to blend in on most occasions. And yet there are days, as I learned, when you are caught
unawares.

soma.basu@thehindu.co.in
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WHAT IS BLUEBUGGING, AND HOW IS IT USED TO
HACK BLUETOOTH-ENABLED DEVICES?
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The story so far:

Cybersecurity experts note that apps that let users connect smartphones or laptops to wireless
earplugs can record conversations, and are vulnerable to hacks. Even the most secure
smartphones like iPhones are vulnerable to such attacks. Any app with access to Bluetooth can
record users’ conversations with Siri and audio from the iOS keyboard dictation feature when
using AirPods or Beats headsets, some app developers say. Through a process called
bluebugging, a hacker can gain unauthorised access to these apps and devices and control
them as per their wish.

It is a form of hacking that lets attackers access a device through its discoverable Bluetooth
connection. Once a device or phone is bluebugged, a hacker can listen to the calls, read and
send messages and steal and modify contacts. It started out as a threat for laptops with
Bluetooth capability. Later hackers used the technique to target mobile phones and other
devices.

Independent security researcher Martin Herfurt blogged about the threat of bluebugging as early
as 2004. He noted that the bug exploited a loophole in Bluetooth protocol, enabling it to
download phone books and call lists from the attacked user’s phone.

Bluebugging attacks work by exploiting Bluetooth-enabled devices. The device’s Bluetooth must
be in discoverable mode, which is the default setting on most devices. The hacker then tries to
pair with the device via Bluetooth. Once a connection is established, hackers can use brute
force attacks to bypass authentication. They can install malware in the compromised device to
gain unauthorised access to it. Bluebugging can happen whenever a Bluetooth enabled device
is within a 10-metre radius of the hacker. However, according to a blog by VPN service provider
NordVPN,  hackers can use booster antennas to widen the attack range.

Turning off Bluetooth and disconnecting paired Bluetooth devices when not in use, updating the
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device’s system software to the latest version, limiting the use of public Wi-Fi, and using VPN as
an additional security measure are some of the ways to prevent bluebugging, Shubho Pramanik,
senior vice president, Applied Cloud Computing, a Thane based cloud service provider, said to
The Hindu.

Most devices make Bluetooth discoverable by default, leaving your devices susceptible to
unsolicited connections. So, the first step would be to make your Bluetooth devices
undiscoverable from Bluetooth settings. This will keep them invisible to hackers, thereby not
letting them pair with the device, NordVPN said in the blog.

Users must also watch out for suspicious activities on their devices, NordVPN suggested. “If
your phone is suddenly disconnecting and reconnecting calls, or if you notice messages that
haven’t been sent by you, it could indicate that someone is controlling your device. Reset the
device to its factory settings or uninstall any apps you don’t recognise.” One should also monitor
sudden spikes in data usage. If the amount of data used suddenly spikes beyond reason,
someone could be controlling the device as part of a botnet that eats up data, NordVPN said.

Modern anti-virus softwares can also help thwart such attacks. The new-age antivirus softwares
are helping users to detect strange and spam-like content by filtering, blocking and consistently
reminding people to be alert, Manoj Kumar Shastrula, CEO and Founder, SOCLY.io, a
cybersecurity company told The Hindu.

Any Bluetooth-enabled device can be bluebugged. Wireless earbuds are susceptible to such
hacks. Apps that enable users to connect to their TWS (True Wireless Stereo) devices or
earbuds can record conversations. The apps of these TWS devices can record conversations.
Once hacked, the attacker can make and listen to calls, read and send messages, and modify or
steal your contacts, Mr. Pramanik said.

Apple also acknowledged earlier that wireless earbuds can record conversations. “An app may
be able to record audio using a pair of connected AirPods,” Apple said on its support page while
releasing the fixes to the issue. However, smartphones are more vulnerable to this type of
hacking as most of the users leave their Bluetooth on in public places, where hackers may be
lurking.

Today, several smartphones have their Bluetooth settings on discovery mode, making it easy for
hackers to access the phones when they are within 10 metres from the device. Some earlier
models of Bluetooth phones were vulnerable to bluebugging, but have since been corrected,
Arindam Mitra, Co-founder, CTO and President of Services, ProcessIT Global, told The Hindu.
However, devices with short PINs for a password can be easily cracked with brute-force
computing and can also be vulnerable to these attacks, Mr. Mitra added.
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